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ABSTRACT

DoriC was first launched in 2007 as a database of
replication origins (oriCs) in bacterial genomes and
has since been constantly updated to integrate the
latest research progress in this field. The database
was subsequently extended to include the oriCs in
archaeal genomes as well as those in plasmids.
This latest release, DoriC 12.0, includes the oriCs
in both draft and complete prokaryotic genomes. At
the same time, the number of oriCs in the database
has also increased significantly and currently con-
tains over 200 000 bacterial entries distributed in
more than 40 phyla. Among them, a large number
are from bacteria in new phyla whose oriCs were
not explored before. Additionally, new oriC features
and improvements have been introduced, especially
in the visualization and analysis of oriCs. Currently,
DoriC is considered as an important database in
the fields of bioinformatics, microbial genomics, and
even synthetic biology, providing a valuable resource
as well as a comprehensive platform for the re-
search on oriCs. DoriC 12.0 can be accessed at https:
//tubic.org/doric/ and http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/doric/.

INTRODUCTION

In general, DNA replication is initiated at replication ori-
gins, which encode the information instructions of repli-
cation initiation and regulation (1,2). The bacterial repli-
cation origin (oriC) usually includes DnaA-binding sites,
binding motifs of replication regulatory proteins, and an
AT-rich DNA unwinding element (DUE). Similarly, the
archaeal oriCs consist of a DUE and a number of con-
served repeats known as origin recognition boxes (ORBs),
which act as binding sites for the origin recognition pro-
teins (3). With the exception of the conserved core oriC
functional elements (e.g. DnaA box and DnaA-trios), the

functional elements within oriCs are highly diverse, reveal-
ing the complexity of the replication initiation and regula-
tion mechanisms. Thus, the identification of oriCs is essen-
tial for understanding their structure and functions, which
would provide further insights into the regulatory mecha-
nisms of the initiation step in DNA replication. Compared
with experimental means, the in silico prediction of oriCs
is more efficient and economical, rendering the method es-
pecially suitable for dealing with large-scale genome se-
quences. However, a variety of factors make the prediction
of oriCs more complicated than expected, such as atypi-
cal GC skews, species-specific DnaA boxes, and loss of the
dnaA gene by genome reduction. Consequently, the oriCs in
a number of sequenced genomes could not be identified and
some are even annotated incorrectly in the genome reports.
To address this problem, we had carried out systematic re-
search on oriCs over the last two decades and developed
the Ori-Finder system in 2008 using the Z-curve theory
and comparative genomics method (4,5). At the same time,
we also launched DoriC, a database of oriCs in prokary-
otic genomes based on the prediction of the Ori-Finder sys-
tem. Initially, the DoriC database only contained predicted
or experimentally confirmed oriCs in hundreds of bacte-
rial chromosomes (6). Subsequently, DoriC 5.0 provided
more than 1000 oriCs in both bacterial and archaeal chro-
mosomes (7), and DoriC 10.0 included over 10 000 oriCs
of chromosomes and plasmids in prokaryotic genomes (8).
In addition to the information on oriCs, graphical views
of GC, AT, RY and MK disparity curves and relevant in-
formation about the species or genome (e.g. organism, lin-
eage, chromosome topology, dnaA gene position) have also
been supplied to users. Moreover, the DoriC database pro-
vides the basic search and BLAST functions. Currently, the
DoriC database is considered as an important database in
the fields of bioinformatics, microbial genomics, and even
synthetic biology, providing a valuable resource for relevant
research on oriCs (9–11). The DoriC database has facili-
tated research on oriC functional elements (12), the repli-
cation mechanism (13), strand-biased analysis (14,15) and
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large-scale oriC data mining (16). Additionally, the database
is also used in research involving metagenomics, such as the
study of bacterial growth dynamics (17–19) and oriC pre-
diction (20).

With the rapid development of genome sequencing
technology and the continuous reduction in sequenc-
ing costs, increasingly more prokaryotic genomes are be-
ing sequenced. However, as of 9 April 2022, complete
genomes only accounted for ∼8% of all available bacterial
genomes deposited in the National Center for Bioinformat-
ics Information (NCBI) databases. To make full use of these
genome data and facilitate user access to more comprehen-
sive information about oriCs, DoriC has been updated to
the new version, DoriC 12.0, which presents with updates
in oriC numbers as well as contents and functions.

DATABASE UPDATES

Significant increase in oriC data

Complete and draft genomes together with their avail-
able annotation files were downloaded from the NCBI
RefSeq database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/) on
9 April 2022 (21,22). First, the oriCs in bacterial genomes
were predicted using Ori-Finder 2022 (https://tubic.org/
Ori-Finder2022/) (23), an updated version of Ori-Finder,
which adopts a new scoring system to consider the currently
available oriC characteristics comprehensively and shows
better prediction performance compared with the origi-
nal version. Then, the predicted oriCs were added to the
DoriC database after manual curation. Consequently, the
DoriC database has been substantially expanded by includ-
ing the oriCs predicted by Ori-Finder 2022. Now, the bac-
terial chromosomes included in DoriC 12.0 have increased
from 7580 to 205,798 distributed in more than 40 phyla.

Updated functions

New search functions. DoriC 10.0 supported the search of
RefSeq ID, DoriC ID, organism, lineage and other fields.
The extended search functions in DoriC 12.0 make it con-
venient for users to search and use the database more effi-
ciently. The search interfaces are designed according to the
different characteristics of the bacterial, archaeal and plas-
mid data (Figure 1A), and the search results can be down-
loaded directly. For example, the search fields provided by
the search interface of bacterial data include genome assem-
bly level, chromosome topology, chromosome type, oriC
type, regulatory protein, and gene flanking the oriC.

New tool. Although the lengths and nucleotide sequences
of different oriCs vary considerably, bacterial oriCs share
similar functional elements (24). Therefore, DoriC 12.0 pro-
vides a tool for comparative analysis of the distribution
of functional elements in bacterial oriCs. Users can enter
a comma-separated DoriC ID list, extract the oriC maps
recorded in DoriC 12.0 for comparison, and thereby deter-
mine if there are any similarities or differences. Addition-
ally, users can also upload one or multiple sequences in a
FASTA file to generate the corresponding oriC maps. For
example, although the lengths and sequences of the oriCs
of Caulobactor crescentus and Caulobactor segnis are not

completely consistent, the number and relative position of
CtrA-binding motifs seem to be conserved (Figure 1B) (25).
These oriC maps may also be helpful in the analysis of oriC
sequences acquired by users through experiments, metage-
nomic data analysis, or other methods.

Updated contents

Redesigned web page. To enhance user experience, the web
page has been redesigned to be more intuitive. The home
page displays statistical information (e.g. the number of bac-
terial chromosomes at different assembly levels) through
which users can gain a general understanding of the DoriC
database. Each record in DoriC 12.0 usually contains two
page: the primary page (Figure 1C) showing information
about the genome and the secondary page (Figure 1E)
showing information about each oriC.

Interactive Z-curve figure. The Z-curve figure shows the
four disparity curves, the distribution of DnaA boxes, indi-
cator genes, potential oriCs and replication terminus, mak-
ing it convenient for users to observe the relative positions
of these features (Figure 1D). The redesigned Z-curve figure
is interactive, allowing users to zoom into the figure to view
more details on the changes in the base composition, select
all or only a few sets of data for analysis, and hover over a
particular site to see the details of indicator genes, potential
oriCs, and replication terminus.

Characteristic visualization of oriC sequences. The char-
acteristic visualization of oriC sequences (‘oriC map’ and
‘oriC sequences’ in Figure 1E) is designed to help users
observe the distribution of functional elements within the
oriCs and to facilitate exploration of the binding mecha-
nism of the initiator proteins and regulatory proteins. At
present, three main types of bacterial functional elements
can be visualized in DoriC 12.0: (i) binding motifs of ini-
tiator protein DnaA, such as DnaA boxes, DnaA-trios,
and the ATP-DnaA boxes (26); (ii) binding motifs of the
replication regulatory proteins SeqA, CtrA, Fis and IHF
(27–30); and (iii) AT-rich sequences that might serve as
DUEs (31). To facilitate potential new discoveries, all pos-
sible functional elements have been searched for within the
oriCs recorded in DoriC 12.0. However, it should be noted
that the predicted binding motifs may not always be func-
tional as real binding sites, since many of these are restricted
to specific lineages (e.g. Fis, IHF and CtrA binding sites
are usually found in a subset of Proteobacteria) and are
not present throughout the bacterial domain (same GATC
methylation sites). The default display of these sites is also
set according to the lineage of species. Additionally, the
characteristic visualization of oriC sequences is interactive,
and users can select functional elements for observation by
clicking corresponding buttons. For the archaeal oriCs, the
annotated functional elements are mainly ORBs and AT-
rich sequences.

More information on each record. More information has
been added to each record to assist users in analyzing the
oriC comprehensively. A list of genes encoding the regula-
tory proteins of chromosome replication is provided. Com-
bined with the different binding motifs annotated in the
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Figure 1. Overview of the DoriC 12.0 interface. (A) New search functions. Different search interfaces are designed for search of bacterial, archaeal and
plasmid data. (B) New tool for comparing the distribution of functional elements in the oriCs. The oriC maps of Caulobactor crescentus and Caulobactor
segnis generated by the new tool have been presented here as an example. (C) Primary page of each record. The primary page presents basic information
about the genome, genes encoding the regulatory proteins of chromosome replication, and interactive Z-curve figures. (D) Interactive Z-curve figures.
(E) Secondary page of each record. The secondary page presents information of each oriC, such as characteristic visualization of oriC sequence, repeat
sequences discovered by MEME, strand-biased analysis and homologous oriCs searched by BLAST.

‘characteristic visualization of oriC sequences’, some new
insights related to regulatory mechanisms may be gained.
The repeat sequences discovered by the Multiple EM for
Motif Elicitation (MEME) tool in predicted oriCs may re-
veal new functional elements (32). The differences in gene
distributions and base compositions between the leading
and lagging strands are revealed by the strand-biased anal-
ysis. Additionally, the homology search results of each oriC
are provided in this release, making comparative analyses
of the oriC sequences convenient for users (33).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The recent development of high-throughput sequencing
technology has resulted in a rapidly growing number
of prokaryotic genome sequences, especially of bacterial
genomes. However, a large number of the oriCs among these
genomes remain unknown, necessitating the development
of bioinformatics algorithms to address this issue. Based
on the prediction results of Ori-Finder 2022, over 200 000
bacterial oriCs have been predicted reliably. This latest re-
lease of the DoriC database provides a substantial number
of novel oriCs of the bacteria belonging to the new phyla,
which have not been discovered before. This will help re-
searchers to further reveal the conserved and diverse fea-

tures of oriCs, such as their DnaA boxes or other functional
elements, which will comprehensively enrich our knowledge
about these sequences. Artificial intelligence, especially deep
learning, has changed the paradigm of scientific research
profoundly. However, it requires massive amounts of train-
ing data, something which DoriC 12.0 can provide, such
as high-quality oriC data that can be used for data min-
ing via deep learning. New discoveries based on these oriCs
are expected, leading to a better understanding of the DNA
replication mechanisms. In the future, we will carry out fur-
ther systematic studies of different types of oriCs to extract
their respective features and provide more relevant services
for their analysis, making the DoriC database a universal
knowledge base on oriCs. The elucidation and application
of principles of oriCs based on over 200 000 oriC regions
in prokaryotic genomes will contribute to the development
of oriC prediction algorithms as well as experimental con-
firmation and functional analysis of oriCs in prokaryotic
genomes.

DATA AVAILABILITY

DoriC 12.0 is freely available to the public without regis-
tration or login requirements (https://tubic.org/doric/ and
http://tubic.tju.edu.cn/doric/).
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